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Abstract. The Web 2.0 technologies are gradually changing our inter-
communication habits. Means such as forums, blogs, wikis, social net-
works, etc., are a clear sample about the importance of these tools for
expressing and sharing contents, ideas, opinions and so on. From the Nat-
ural Language Processing perspective, these technologies are a rich mine
for tasks such as Sentiment Analysis, Automatic Humour Recognition or
Opinion Mining. In this preliminary study we considered the importance
of affectiveness information for blogs analysis. We focused on analysing
a set of posts retrieved from a corpus of blogs related to humour in or-
der to find the most salient items to represent the affectiveness in such
sources. The results indicate that, in terms of a simple counting, there
are affective features more linked to some moods than others.

1 Introduction

The importance of analysing factors related to cognitive characteristics and so-
cial phenomena through language is growing every day. Opinion Mining [8],
Sentiment Analysis [18] or Computational Humour [13], are just a sample about
the impact of this interest on NLP tasks. The Web 2.0 technologies have con-
tributed to enhance the interest due to the rich mine of information that sources
such as forums, blogs, wikis or social networks, represent.

In this framework, this paper is focused on blogs analysis in terms of affective
features. In particular, we concentrated on analysing the posts, many of them
opinions, extracted from a corpus integrated by 17,500 blogs related to humour
in order to find out how affective information may characterise the emotions,
sentiments, attitudes, moods, etc., profiled in such texts. Likewise, we evaluated
how affectiveness impacts on blogs, opinions and reviews, in terms of measuring
the presence of elements that, according to WordNet-Affect [22], imply affective
information.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we underline the initial as-
sumptions and the objective. In Section 3 we describe all the experiments carried
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out. In Section 4 we present the evaluation. Finally, in Section 5 we draw some
conclusions and address the future work.

2 Humour and Affectiveness

Humour is an important instrument in our lives. It plays a significant role in
physical aspects as well as sociological or psychological [11] ones. It functions
as a mechanism to release our emotions; a kind of catalyst which impacts on
a broad spectrum of properties linked to cognitive and social information, pro-
viding knowledge about the human behaviour1. Humour is, therefore, a human
characteristic defined by the presence of amusing effects, such as laugh or well-
being sensations, which are provoked by social, psychological, cognitive and lin-
guistic factors. That is why its study implies multiple viewpoints. For instance,
from a linguistic viewpoint, Attardo [1] considers humour as a phenomenon that
supposes knowledge resources such as language, narrative strategies, target, sit-
uation, logical mechanism and opposition, for producing an amusing effect. By
other hand, considering the research works from computational humour, it has
been stated that the presence of antonyms, sexual information or adult slang are
recurrent humour properties [14], also there is a trend to focus on negative ele-
ments [12], and to employ semantic ambiguity as trigger of humorous effects [19].
Likewise, taking into consideration its social properties, there are more factors
that influence the perception and effectiveness of humour. For instance, affective
traits: emotions, sentiments, attitudes, moods, etc.

The importance of this kind of knowledge has been noted in tasks such as
opinion mining or sentiment analysis 2 [6, 9, 10]. That is why we aim at studying
how affective information (i.e., information regarding feelings, emotions, atti-
tudes, etc.) may define the bloggers expression manner in terms of words that
denote affectiveness in the posts, comments, and opinions extracted from blogs
related to humour. We selected this kind of sources due to the following reasons:

i. despite humour seems to be a not very important topic for research purposes,
it represents a recurrent and constant subject on the Internet searches, as
can be noted in Figure 1. Thus, its analysis constitutes valuable knowledge
to consider for different purposes;

ii. from a computational perspective, humour is an excellent mean for analysing
different aspects related to NLP interests (ambiguity, irony, emotions, etc.)
through different angles;

1 For instance, [20] has shown how humour appreciation is associated to personality
and how this fact impacts directly on the kinds of necessary stimuli to produce
humour.

2 According to the terminology discussed in [17], we differentiate these correlated areas
in the fact that opinion mining suggests an “emphasis on extracting and analyzing
judgments on various aspects of given items”, whereas sentiment analysis focuses on
“the specific application of classifying reviews as to their polarity (either positive or
negative)”.



iii. the automatic humour processing is a task that has shown that humour may
be handled by means of computers [5, 14], although it is necessary to analyse
several kinds of humour;

iv. blogs are heterogeneous sites where humour is expressed in various modes:
jokes, gags, punning riddles, discussions, comments and so on. This fact
enhances the analysis scope to different types of humour;

v. considering the previous statements about the humour characteristics, we
think that it is possible to find useful information to explain phenomena
such as irony or sarcasm in order to take it into account for tasks such as
opinion mining or sentiment analysis.
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Fig. 1. Frequency of Internet searches related to 5 different topics during one year
(August 2008 - 2009) around the world. Statistics retrieved from Google Insights.

3 Experiments

3.1 Data Sets

The experiments were carried out over a corpus of 17,500 blogs automatically
retrieved from LiveJournal. All the blogs were collected taking into considera-
tion the predefined LiveJournal mood tags [4] and, especially, the users tags:
humour and joke3. This corpus was collected for automatic humour recognition
purposes4. It is organised in 7 sets of 2,500 blogs according to the following
categories: angry, happy, humour, sad, scared, others and general5. For our in-
tentions of extracting the posts, we only selected the first 6 sets.
3 In the corpus construction were considered keywords such as punch line, humour,

funny, laughter, laugh line, gag, joke, gag line, tag line and so on, as requisites to
retrieve the blogs.

4 Corpus available at: http://users.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/downloads.html.
5 The sets angry, happy, sad, scared and others were retrieved employing the mood

tags. The last one contains mood tags that belong to more heterogeneous categories.
The set humour was retrieved employing the user tags. All of them are related to
humour through keywords (Footnote 3). The set general was retrieved without con-
sidering any tag, just keywords such as news, politics, fashion, religion or technology.



Moreover, in the Evaluation Section, 5,000 opinions extracted from the Tri-
pAdvisor data set [2] and 10,662 snippets extracted from Rotten Tomatoes re-
views [16] were considered.

3.2 Posts Extraction

In order to retrieve the posts from the 6 sets, we focused on identifying para-
graphs with verbs related to opinions. We decided to center on verbs linked to
opinion expression acts due to our further interests in analysing how humour is
used to give opinions. Two requirements were established for considering a verb
as a opinion verb:

i. to be linked to the opine synonyms according to WordNet [15];
ii. to be linked to the opinion frame according to FrameNet [3].

The sets of verbs whose lexical characteristics matched those requisites were:
expect, feel, figure, guess, imagine, opine, reckon, sound off, speak up, speak
out, suppose and think. The paragraphs that contained any of these verbs were
extracted from the blogs and organised according to the 6 sets previously pointed
out. The statistics about the paragraphs retrieved per set appear in Table 1.

Angry Happy Humour Sad Scared Others

15,227 12,985 21,415 13,787 18,906 11,612

Table 1. Paragraphs retrieved per set according to the opinion verbs.

Given the differences in the number of paragraphs retrieved, we randomly
selected 10,000 ones per set in order to keep an equivalence and to avoid any
tendency based just on these differences. A total of 60,000 paragraphs containing
posts, comments and opinions were considered for the further experiments.

3.3 Polarity

The first experiment was focused on identifying the positive or negative polar-
ity in order to determine, from a sentiment analysis viewpoint, the orientation
profiled in the paragraphs. We employed two public resources: SentiWordNet [7]
and the Macquarie Semantic Orientation Lexicon (MSOL) [21].

The first one proposes a set of graduated tags to cover positive and negative
ranges for the following morphosyntactic categories: nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs. We only selected nouns, verbs and adjectives, if and only if, they passed
an empirically founded threshold ≥ 375 in their positive or negative scores. For
instance, the adjective adventive has a negative score of 875 and a positive score
of 0.0, whereas the adjective rash has a positive score of 625 and a negative
one of 0.25. The items with scores ≤ 375 or with equal scores were not taken
into consideration because they do not provide sufficient information to define
an orientation. The MSOL contains 76,400 entries (30,458 positive and 45,942



negative ones) and considers a Roget-like thesaurus for expanding their positive
and negative seeds. According to the authors [21], it reaches a higher-coverage
regarding the phrase polarity than SentiWordNet.

We determined a global polarity per set on the basis of the presence of positive
and negative items registered in SentiWordNet and MSOL. The process consisted
in the following steps:

i. let Sp be the set of positive items registered in any of both resources;
ii. let Sn be the set of negative items registered in any of both resources;
iii. let p1,. . . ,px be every one of the posts in category Ck containing any opinion

verb;
iv. if

∑
Sp

>
∑

Sn
given px, then the post was labelled with positive polarity;

v. if
∑

Sp
<

∑
Sn

given px, then the post was labelled with negative polarity;
vi. otherwise, px was labelled as neutral polarity.

According to this process, we found out a substantial trend to focus positive
orientation on 80% of the paragraphs, regardless of the resource or the set they
belong. This can be viewed in Table 2.

Negative Positive Neutral
SWN MSOL SWN MSOL SWN MSOL

Angry 907 1,196 8,592 8,667 501 137

Happy 857 1,377 8,647 8,481 496 142

Humour 804 1,247 8,736 8,659 460 94

Sad 855 1,218 8,710 8,654 435 128

Scared 834 1,233 8,722 8,640 444 127

Others 866 1,198 8,679 8,674 455 128

Table 2. Polarity profiled according to SentiWordNet and MSOL considering all the
paragraphs from the 6 sets.

Furthermore, all the positive and negative items identified in the paragraphs
were retrieved in order to detect the most recurrent words. These elements were
tagged according to their morphosyntactic category. We just concentrated on the
100 most frequent elements belonging to the noun, verb and adjective categories
for determining what elements appeared most frequently. Surprisingly, despite
the strong positive trend, among the 100 most recurrent items appear more
words belonging to the set of the negative ones, being the negative adjectives
the elements which appear quite often (for instance, in the angry and humour
sets, 46 of 100 words are negative adjectives). However, considering the results in
Table 2, it is clear that this behaviour only impacts on these 100 most frequent
words.

Finally, on the basis of the results obtained, we may suppose that: a) con-
sidering the strong positive polarity, and beyond the 100 most frequent words,
the negative items appear fewer times than the positive ones alongside the para-
graphs; b) the negative items are concise referents, that is why they appear very



few times. It is sufficient one concise negative word for getting a negative mean-
ing (for instance, an insult); c) if the positive items appear quite often in the
texts, perhaps it is due to the whole meaning is meant to produce the opposite
effect, that is, we are considering the presence of irony or sarcasm6.

3.4 Affectiveness

In this experiment we focused on finding out what kinds of emotions are the most
profiled by the bloggers in their posts. The experiment consisted in computing
the amount of affective elements, based on the WordNet-Affect categories7, per
every one of the 60,000 paragraphs.
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Fig. 2. Categories coverage for the posts labelled with positive polarity.

The analysis was performed considering separately positive, negative and
neutral paragraphs. That means we aim at finding the most important emotion
or sentiment profiled in the posts regardless their polarity8. Moreover, given the
inferences noted in the previous section, we want to study further, irony and sar-
casm. The process consisted in computing, for every single post belonging to the
positive, negative and neutral polarity, all the affective categories it contained.
Later, we weighted the occurrences according to the 6 categories. The results
obtained are not very useful due to the unbalanced representativeness of some
classes. For instance, the items of the categories eds or phy are much fewer than
those ones of the categories emo or tra. This can be noted in Figure 2, where we
represented the classes coverage, in terms of occurrences, for all the paragraphs
labelled with positive polarity.

6 In Appendix A we provide six examples taken from the posts labelled with positive
polarity which may be analysed as ironic ones.

7 The affective information represented by these categories is attitude (att), behaviour
(beh), cognitive state (cog), edonic signal (eds), emotion (emo), mood (moo), physi-
cal state (phy), emotional response (res), sensation (sen), emotion-eliciting situation
(sit) and trait (tra). All the information about the concepts symbolised by these
categories appears in [22].

8 For practical reasons, the experiment was only performed over the polarity results
obtained with SentiWordNet.



Therefore, in order to avoid not informative categories, we applied an in-
formation gain filter [23]. The most informative categories, according to this
measure, were: att, beh, cog, emo and tra. Considering just these classes, we
repeated the experiment. The results appear in Table 3.

Negative Angry Happy Humour Sad Scared Others
att 78 64 122 59 95 58
beh 276 170 388 184 269 210
cog 382 332 471 262 398 205
emo 651 517 936 534 728 443
tra 889 690 1080 642 883 582

Positive Angry Happy Humour Sad Scared Others
att 757 832 1,331 704 1,112 583
beh 2,764 2,589 4,627 2,748 4,196 2,121
cog 3,862 3,202 5,642 3,687 5,716 2,862
emo 7,727 6,688 12,496 8,139 12,201 5,833
tra 15,031 13,357 17,322 14,596 16,951 11,698

Neutral Angry Happy Humour Sad Scared Others
att 41 23 54 27 49 19
beh 140 126 181 111 123 100
cog 178 171 202 137 183 131
emo 262 256 451 244 398 230
tra 403 395 674 380 515 315

Table 3. Affectiveness per set and polarity.

According to the results obtained with the most informative categories, we
can notice that the most profiled features by the bloggers tend to express emo-
tions and, especially, affective traits. This can be corroborated with the informa-
tion presented in the table. Regardless the polarity, both emo and tra categories
are the items which occur most frequently in the 6 sets. Moreover, it can also be
appreciated that humour and scared categories are the sets which concentrate
more elements regardless the affective category.

4 Evaluation

In this section we aim at identifying the most profiled affective elements beyond
the posts. On this basis, we selected 5,000 opinions from the TripAdvisor corpus
and 10,662 snippets (one half labelled with positive polarity and the other one
labelled with negative polarity) from the Rotten Tomatoes reviews. All these
data were processed following the affectiveness experiment for determining the
amount of affective items.

The underlying assumption was to determine whether or not the affective
categories appear similarly in discourses related to travel and movies than in
discourses related to humour. The results are shown in Table 4.



Snippets Snippets Opinions
neg pos

att 73 96 112
beh 308 365 2,458
cog 145 125 1,193
emo 357 337 2,232
tra 764 682 5,631

Table 4. Assessment per data set

According to the simple presence of affective elements reported in this ta-
ble, it is evident that the most profiled affective category is the one linked to
affective traits, as in the previous experiment. However, there is a difference in
the following profiled categories: the emotion and behaviour ones alternate, in
terms of occurrences of their elements, both in opinions and snippets. A distinct
situation than the one of the previous experiment, in which it is obvious that
the profiled categories are only the trait and emotion ones.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this preliminary study we have tried to identify what are the most salient af-
fective categories profiled in 60,000 posts extracted from blogs related to humour.
Likewise, we compared whether these categories appeared steadily in opinions
and reviews. The results suggest that, despite the amount of data per set, its
polarity or the topic treated, there is a constant or trend in expressing affective
traits. Likewise, it seems that the emotion category plays an important role to
communicate affective information in the discourses related to humour.

Furthermore, it is important to note that, regarding the polarity experiment,
there is an important trend to focus positive elements in the 6 initial categories
(angry, happy, humour, sad, scared, others). This fact will be studied further in
order to analyse the assumption c), mentioned in Section 3.3: irony and sarcasm.
Finally, by means of considering the thematic roles of the opinion verbs, we also
plan to study whether or not it is possible an automatic topic identification.
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Appendix A: Ironic posts?

1. Now it’s true that I have a tendency to dislike most of the things related to the 60s. I can’t
help it. But I still tried to understand what was so great about this book, there was no point,
I hated this book from the very beginning to the end. Pynchon’s story is probably full of irony
but I couldn’t possibly feel it when I was too busy trying to concentrate on this awful writing.

2. The ongoing ridiculous situation brewing between bloggers and the Associated Press has now
taken a turn towards the enjoyably hilarious. We had already mentioned the fact that, despite
the AP’s complaints that bloggers quoting less than 100 words were violating fair use, the
AP had a long history of quoting more than 100 words from bloggers – and not even linking
back to the original blog. Now, the AP’s own article about this brouhaha quoted (without
linking) twenty-two words from TechCrunch. That’s 18 words more than the supposed four
word ”limit” the AP has suggested. With an ironic chance that wide, TechCrunch’s Michael
Arrington couldn’t resist, and asked his lawyer to send a DMCA take down notice to the
Associated Press, along with a bill for $12.50 (directly off the AP’s own pricing schedule). He
admits that it’s ridiculous, but that’s what his actions are designed to present. By law, the AP
should be required to take down the content before filing a response – though, since it’s filing
the response to itself, then perhaps it won’t need to take down the content. Either way, this
helps illustrate the insanity of the entire situation.

3. Okay, sports fans, it’s official – Cleveland weather sucks ass! Opening day at Jacobs Field (where
all of AG.com was headed tomorrow as a company reward/party) has been cancelled, since we
are now expecting 3-6 inches of snow! They are rescheduling the game for Tuesday afternoon, so
we will probably at least get to go... Though in a sharp twist of irony, the conference call that I
asked people to reschedule is going to have to be rescheduled again (originally on Monday due
to forgetfulness, it was moved to Tuesday afternoon – ) d’oh!). Ha ha. Okay, maybe it’s only
funny to me, and a handful of people at work who (probably) don’t read this.

4. And it’s a darn good thing my Monday ended on such a good note, because Tuesday sure as hell
started as a train wreck. I really need to get better at detecting when people are bullshitting
me. I really hate to just assume that everyone is bullshitting me, because that level of cynicism
doesn’t really jive with my core Pollyanna-like personality. On the other hand, I think that
tending to believe people might not be the best thing either.

5. My landlady’s still surreal and psychotic but that’s no real news. I think she’s pissed that ALL
four of the cats now simply hang out in my room all the time. All of them sleep on my bed (or,
in Chloe’s case, under it) and hang out in the bathroom while I’m chilling in the tub. She still
thinks its weird that I read most nights and listen to music instead of being glued to the TV in
a dark room like she is. She will get up at 8am on Saturday and spend ALL DAY IN FRONT
OF THE TV. I think I just fear BECOMING LIKE HER. Giving up. Hiding. Coccooning.
I understand it must be extremely tough to have a spouse pass away but... that was over a
decade. I don’t think she’d be dishonoring the spirit of her husband if she got out occasionally.
If I can do it, she can. I’d like to win the lottery just to send her on a cruise or something.

6. I’d like to abolish the insidious terms Darwinism, Darwinist and Darwinian. They suggest a
false narrowness to the field of modern evolutionary biology, as though it was the brainchild
of a single person 150 years ago, rather than a vast, complex and evolving subject to which
many other great figures have contributed. (The science would be in a sorry state if one man
150 years ago had, in fact, discovered everything there was to say.) Obsessively focusing on
Darwin, perpetually asking whether he was right about this or that, implies that the discovery
of something he didn’t think of or know about somehow undermines or threatens the whole
enterprise of evolutionary biology today.


